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“Publicity is the very soul of justice…It keeps
the judge himself, while trying, on trial.”

            Jeremy Bentham (1790)

“You mean they’ll even do shit like this?!”

The future looked grim for Abdy Ismail when
his criminal trial started in Osaka District Court
on  January  17,  2011.  Prosecutors  believed
I s m a i l  w a s  t h e  d r u g  l o r d  w h o  h a d
masterminded the smuggling of 4 kilograms of
methamphetamines—with a street value of 350
million yen ($4.2 million)—from Istanbul to the
Kansai  airport  on  July  18,  2009,  and  they
wanted to imprison the 42-year-old Iranian for
the next 18 years of his life.

Four  other  defendants  in  the  case  (all
Japanese)  had  already  been  convicted  in
separate  trials,  and  all  would  be  called  as
witnesses against Ismail. One was 37-year-old
Yamaguchi Tetsuo, who had been sentenced to
13 years imprisonment for his role in this drug
smuggling ring. Yamaguchi would testify that
he went to the airport with Ismail to pick up the
suitcase in which the drugs were hidden, and
that  Ismail  had  been  trafficking  drugs  long
before his arrest. Prosecutors also had records
of  hundreds  of  phone  calls  that  Ismail  had

made  to  (they  claimed)  drug  traffickers  in
Japan and Iran.

Ismail did not confess, but the evidence against
him  seemed  as  solid  as  it  usually  is  when
Japanese prosecutors charge a case. When they
charge, the result is almost always conviction.
Before  lay  judge trials  started in  2009,  only
about one trial in 800 resulted in acquittal, and
even  in  an  unusual ly  “good”  year  for
defendants the proportion was one in 250. The
conviction  rate  was  a  little  lower  in  cases
where  defendants  did  not  confess,  but  even
then  Japan’s  rate  of  97  percent  was  much
higher than the rates of 75 to 80 percent that
prevail in criminal trials in the United States
and United Kingdom.

Around the world, jury and lay judge systems
tend to have lower conviction rates than trial
systems  monopolized  by  professional  judges.
But  Japan’s  conviction  rate  has  not  declined
under  the  lay  judge  system.  At  the  time  of
Ismail’s trial, nearly 1700 defendants had been
adjudicated by lay judge panels, and all but two
had been convicted, giving the new system a
conviction rate of 99.9 percent. Many analysts
believe  prosecutors  have  adopted  a  more
cautious charging policy in order to maintain
their high conviction rate under the new (and
more unpredictable) adjudication system.1

The  chief  judge  in  Ismail’s  trial,  Higuchi
Hiroaki,  had  presided  over  lay  judge  panels
that had convicted two of the main witnesses
aga ins t  I sma i l .  One  premise  o f  the
prosecution’s theory in those trials was that an
unnamed Iranian was the drug kingpin. Thus,
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to acquit Abdy Ismail would be to cast doubt on
the  integrity  of  decisions  already  made.  The
theory  of  cognitive  dissonance  predicts  that
this would be difficult for Judge Higuchi and his
professional colleagues to do.

It also needs to be noted that Judge Higuchi is
held in low esteem in some legal circles. One of
Osaka’s leading defense lawyers told me that
Higuchi is a “terrible judge” (hidoi saibankan)
because  he  routinely  favors  the  prosecution,
and  another  said  he  is  “the  worst  judge  in
Osaka” (Osaka chisai no saiaku no saibankan).
A third lawyer told me that when he and his
peers were training as legal apprentices (shiho
shushusei)  in  Higuchi’s  chambers,  the  Judge
repeatedly  stressed that  a  good lawyer  does
three things: consents to prosecutors’ requests
to use written statements as evidence at trial
(doi  suru),  approves other requests  made by
the prosecution and the judge (shikaru beki),
and  encourages  suspects  and  defendants  to
admit the charges against them (mitomeru). In
short, Higuchi believes that the proper role of a
defense lawyer is simply to go with the flow as
it is defined and desired by the state.2

Then there are the views of Takano Takashi, a
veteran  attorney  who  established  Japan’s
Miranda Association (Miranda no Kai)3 and who
leads the Japan Federation of Bar Association’s
efforts  to  train  lawyers  in  trial  advocacy.  In
August 2010, Takano was conducting a training
course in Osaka, and as luck would have it he
happened to eat lunch in a deliberation room
(hyogishitsu)  used  by  Judge Higuchi  and his
colleagues. On entering the room Takano was
pleased to see that “Rules for Criminal Trials”
had been posted on a whiteboard, presumably
to instruct citizen-judges who are amateurs in
the law. But the more Takano studied the Rules
the  more  concerned  he  became  (see
photograph).  Incredibly,  the  whiteboard
presented guidelines for convicting defendants
but  omitted  language  about  when  it  is
appropriate  to  acquit.4  In  Takano’s  words:

“I was amazed. I trembled a little.
And  I  was  indignant.  You  mean
they’ll even do shit like this?! This
is what I cried out in my heart. If
judges  feel  like  it,  they  can  use
clever  methods in  the secrecy of
the deliberation room to lead lay
judges  t o  the i r  p re fe r red
conclusion  without  anyone
noticing. This is precisely the fatal
danger of the lay judge system that
does  not  exist  in  a  jury  system
[because  professional  judges  do
not  participate  in  deliberations
when  there  is  a  jury  system].”

Judge  Higuchi  Hiroaki's  "Rules  for
Criminal  Trials"

Dogs That Do Not Bark

In Arthur Conan Doyle’s story of “Silver Blaze,”
detective Sherlock Holmes notices that a dog
did not bark during the theft of a horse. The
canine’s  silence  means  the  thief  was  not  a
stranger,  which  reduces  the  number  of
suspects  to  one.  Case  closed.

Inspector  Gregory  of  Scotland  Yard:  You
consider  this  to  be  important?
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Sherlock Holmes: Exceedingly so.

Inspector Gregory: Is there any point to which
you would wish to draw my attention?

Sherlock Holmes: To the curious incident of the
dog in the night-time.

Inspector Gregory: The dog did nothing in the
night-time.

Sherlock  Holmes:  That  was  the  curious
incident.

I  am  no  Sherlock  Holmes,  but  I  have  been
studying Japanese criminal justice for the last
25 years. To me, the most curious thing about
Japan’s  current  reform  debate  is  how  much
pressure is being directed at prosecutors and
how  little  at  judges  and  defense  lawyers.
Prosecution  certainly  needs  reform.5  Most
importantly, interrogations should be recorded
from  start  to  finish.  There  are  many  good
reasons to require this—and there is no good
reason not to.6 When more than one-quarter of
prosecutors acknowledge that they have been
directed by a superior to create a dossier that
differs from what a suspect or witness actually
told them, the imperative of reform is painfully
apparent.7

But prosecutors  are only  part  of  a  “criminal
court  community”  that  is  also  inhabited  by
judges  and  defense  lawyers.  If  prosecutors
dominate this community, it is partly because
judges and defense lawyers have allowed them
to.  Much  talk  about  criminal  justice  reform
overlooks  the  crucial  fact  that  judges  and
defense  lawyers  have  frequently  failed  to
perform their duty to check prosecutors’ power
in the criminal process.

Deferent Judges

Judges have the final word in Japanese criminal
justice,  and  they  routinely  use  it  to  give
prosecutors (and police) what they want: arrest
warrants,  detention  warrants,  evidence

admitted  at  trial,  and convictions.  Moreover,
when prosecutors do not get what they want
from lower  courts,  they  frequently  get  it  on
appeal. There is nothing necessary or inevitable
about this tendency. Indeed, postwar reforms
seemed  to  create  significant  safeguards  for
criminal suspects and defendants. But as Tokyo
University Professor of Law Daniel Foote has
observed, in translating the “law on the books”
into “law in action,” Japan’s judiciary “adopted,
accepted,  or  silently  acquiesced  in  a  wide
range  of  interpretations  that  greatly
circumscribed the protections for suspects and
defendants, while granting broad authority to
investigators.”8

This—the extraordinary deference of judges to
prosecutors—is  why  defense  lawyer  Takano
Takashi says that if he could change only one
thing about Japan’s criminal justice system, it
would be the tendency of  judges to  yield  to
prosecutors  in  their  decision-making.  In  his
view,  judges  do  this  so  “reflexively  and
routinely” that “reforming the judiciary is even
more urgent than reforming the procuracy.” “If
judges change,” Takano believes, “prosecutors
will too” (author’s interview). 

Passive Attorneys

The reform dogs have also failed to bark about
defense lawyers, whose obligation it is to try,
by every fair and legal means, to get the best
result for their clients.  This duty is routinely
respected in the breach. A foreign defendant in
Kobe once told me that his defense lawyer—one
of the most highly respected in that city of 1.5
million—“is  as  good  as  tits  on  a  bull.”  His
comment captures an uncomfortable truth. For
decades, many defense lawyers have been little
more  than  passive  props  in  trial  ceremonies
that are scripted by prosecutors, certified by
judges,  and barely contested by the defense.
This  passivity  has  been  recognized  by  lay
judges, who report much more dissatisfaction
with defense lawyers’  activities than they do
with those of the prosecution.9
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There  are  many  reasons  for  this  passivity,
including  some  over  which  defense  lawyers
have little or no control. For one thing, judicial
interpretations of law have severely restricted
what  defense  attorneys  can  do  for  criminal
suspects and defendants. For another, all but a
few criminal cases pay poorly in comparison to
the  other  work  opportunities  that  Japanese
attorneys have. In criminal defense as in other
areas of life, sometimes you get what you pay
for.10

But  if  law  and  economics  are  formidable
structural obstacles to good defense lawyering,
the  cultural  obstacles  are  also  important.
Indeed, defense lawyers are complicit in a state
of  affairs  which  Hirano  Ryuichi,  former
president of Tokyo University and the dean of
criminal justice studies in Japan, described as
“abnormal,”  “diseased,”  and  “really  quite
hopeless.”11  Most  notably,  Japanese  defense
lawyers seldom advise suspects or defendants
to invoke their right to silence. For example, a
survey  of  more  than  1000  lawyers  in  1991
found  that  over  60  percent  had  never
recommended  that  a  suspect  or  defendant
exercise the right to remain silent. Not a single
time.12

Since it is often in a suspect’s best interest not
to talk to interrogators, it is unclear what lies
behind this  reluctance to recommend such a
fundamental  right.  One  cause  is  surely  the
difficulty  of  maintaining  silence  through
Japan’s  long  interrogation  process.  As  one
attorney told me, “if I advised 100 suspects to
remain silent, only one or two would be capable
of  staying  mute  until  interrogations  end.”
Japan’s  criminal  process  is  designed  to
facilitate the extraction of confessions, and a
confession is still widely considered “the king
of  evidence.”  Nonetheless,  in  many  criminal
cases the best thing a defendant can do is what
is  urged by a full-page advertisement (under
“Attorneys”) in the Boston Yellow Pages: JUST
SHUT UP.

It is also striking how little vigorous advocacy
there is even in trials where defendants claim
innocence. In a rape trial I watched some years
ago in which the defendant insisted that the
victim  consented  to  sex,  a  defense  lawyer
scolded his client in open court. “Who are you
trying  to  kid?”  the  attorney  asked  the
befuddled  defendant.  “Do  you  really  think
anyone is going to believe your story? I don’t.
Do you think the judges are convinced? Come
on. That’s really far-fetched. At least tell  the
judges  a  better  story  than  that.”  And  in  a
murder  trial  I  recently  watched  in  which
prosecutors sought a sentence of death for a
defendant  who  had  a  prior  conviction  for
homicide,  the  defense  lawyers  passed  up
numerous  opportunit ies  to  press  the
prosecution’s  witnesses  about  weaknesses  in
their testimony. Their cross-examination of key
witnesses frequently finished in a few minutes.
With friends like this, who needs enemies?13

“Extremely inappropriate!”

It  is  difficult  to  defend  criminal  cases  in  a
country where the criminal process is severely
tilted in favor of state interests. It also needs to
be acknowledged that  there is  not  one right
way to do criminal defense. A lot depends on
the case and the context—and Japan is not the
United  States.14  But  sometimes  the  best
defense  is  a  good  offense,15  even  in  Japan.

On the fourth day of Abdy Ismail’s trial, defense
lawyer  Kobayashi  Tetsuya  went  on  the
offensive. Kobayashi had already poked several
holes  in  the  prosecution’s  case,  but  on  the
previous day Judge Higuchi had asked a series
of questions to the prosecution’s key witness
(Yamaguchi)  which  seemed  rooted  in  a
conviction  that  Ismail  was  a  drug  lord.  “Oh
man,” Kobayashi told me during one break in
the  proceedings.  “I  can’t  believe  this.  This
judge acts just like a prosecutor.”

When  hearings  resumed  on  the  morning  of
January 20, Kobayashi asked Judge Higuchi for
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permission to read a statement to the court.
The judge granted permission and then tried to
take  it  back  as  soon  as  he  realized  what
Kobayashi wanted to say. But it was too late.
Kobayashi just kept reading:

“As  this  trial  proceeds,  I  have
something that I really want to say
to the judges and lay judges. As I
spoke  in  my  opening  statement,
the central dispute in this case is
about the reliability of Yamaguchi’s
testimony. To put it simply, the key
issue  is  whether  he  spoke  the
whole  truth  and  nothing  but  the
truth. I am a defense lawyer, but
no matter how hard I try to listen
neutrally to his testimony, I cannot
believe  that  Yamaguchi  came
clean.  It  is  also  clear  that  his
testimony will  become the center
of your deliberations.

However, yesterday when the chief
judge asked Yamaguchi  “why did
you decide to speak the truth?” he
assumed this  witness  was  telling
the truth. That assumption has no
foundation  in  fact,  and  it  was
extremely  inappropriate  for  a
judge to  reveal  to  lay  judges his
own impression about the central
issue in dispute at this trial.  Not
only that,  but the judge sent out
lots of lifeboats to the prosecution
in order to rescue their case after I
exposed  i r regu la r i t i e s  i n
Yamaguchi’s testimony during my
cross-examination. The judge even
went so far as to ask Yamaguchi
about  abstract  issues  that  the
witness had not even mentioned in
his  testimony—‘underground
banks’  and ‘improved cash flows’
and  the  l ike—without  even
bothering  to  confirm  the  details

with Yamaguchi.

At a trial stage when the court is
still hearing evidence and not yet
deliberating  about  a  verdict,  the
judge’s  questions  were  premised
on an assumption of guilt. This was
an  effort  to  cement  impressions
and  appearances,  and  it  cannot
possibly be called fair.  When the
judge  examines  witnesses  during
the rest of this trial, I demand that
he  not  ask  questions  or  make
leading statements that are rooted
in prejudice.

I also would like to make a request
to  the  lay  judges.  Professional
judges  do  not  necessarily  make
correct judgments. In fact, justice
has  often  miscarried  in  trials
conducted  solely  by  professional
judges. The introduction of the lay
judge  system  is  meant  to  check
unreasonable  judgments  that
violate  the  common  sense  of
society. No matter what the chief
judge  says  during  deliberations,
please state your own views with
confidence.”

I have watched at least 50 criminal trials in the
last 25 years, and this was the most powerful
appeal I  have ever heard. It  commanded the
a t t e n t i o n  o f  e v e r y o n e  i n  t h e
courtroom—including  Judge  Higuchi,  who
became much meeker after this scolding. I have
to  commend Kobayashi  for  his  principle  and
pluck,  and I  also  have to  wonder  why more
Japanese defense lawyers do not make similarly
forceful arguments. If Japan’s criminal process
is  in  fact  “diseased”  (as  Professor  Hirano
concluded),  then  arguments  like  Kobayashi’s
must be one critical part of the cure.

Defending someone accused of a crime is not a
job for people seeking approval. It is a job for
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those  who  are  willing  to  rattle  cages,  make
enemies, and raise hell. By raising hell, defense
lawyers honor the law.

The need to “rattle cages” is also what defense
lawyer Takano Takashi had in mind when he
told me that the lay judge system gives defense
lawyers  a  precious  opportunity  to  improve a
system that sorely needs change:

“The  advent  of  the  lay  judge
system marks the beginning of  a
war  (tatakai)  against  professional
judges.  Judges  are  trying  to
minimize the scope of lay judges’
authority.  This  is  what  Judge
Higuchi was trying to do with his
Swiss-cheese-like  ‘instructions’  to
lay judges. And it is not just him.
Many professional judges want to
m i n i m i z e  t h e  s c o p e  a n d
significance  of  the  lay  judge
reform.  But  th is  is  a  power
struggle.  [If  we are  to  fulfill  our
trust of protecting the rights of our
clients,] we defense lawyers must
empower lay judges to stand up to
professional  judges  and  defeat
them in the deliberation room. For
this  to  happen,  defense  lawyers
m u s t  s h e d  t h e  f e e l i n g  o f
uselessness  that  has  been  their
biggest  burden.  Defense  lawyers
are habituated to being passive in
the  criminal  process.  We  have
been  socialized  to  believe  that
what we do does not matter. But
with lay judges in front of us, we
are  no  longer  talking  to  a  wall.
Now we have a real opportunity to
make a difference, and we need to
make the most of it. We must fight
in open court to change a system
that is stacked against us.”

“A stone into the pond”

Abdy Ismail was acquitted. It is impossible to
know  whether  lay  judges  “defeated”
professional  judges  in  the  deliberation  room
where  his  fate  was  decided,  because  a
confidentiality  rule  requires  lay  judges  to
remain forever silent about what went on there.
This rule should be relaxed when the lay judge
system is formally reviewed in 2012. Until the
“black box” of deliberations is opened, one can
only speculate about what occurs in this critical
stage of the criminal process.

But in other stages of the criminal process the
lay judge system is already transforming some
of the standard operating procedures that have
long  defined  Japan’s  system  of  “prosecutor
justice”  (kensatsu  shiho).  As  Kokugakuin
University Professor of Law Shinomiya Satoru
observes, the lay judge system “has thrown a
stone  into  the  pond”  of  Japanese  criminal
justice,  and  “the  ripples  are  gradually
spreading.”16

For example, because citizens cannot be asked
to serve for weeks or months at trial, a pretrial
process was created to narrow and define the
issues that will be contested in court. This has
had  many  ef fects ,  inc luding  a  major
improvement in the amount of  evidence that
prosecutors  disclose  to  the  defense before  a
trial begins. Another welcome development is
progress toward recording interrogations—and
more progress will be made in the months and
years  to  come  (as  Bob  Dylan  s ings  in
Subterranean Homesick Blues, “you don’t need
a weather man to know which way the wind
b l o w s ” ) .  T h e  m o v e m e n t  t o  r e c o r d
interrogations  has  multiple  causes,  including
troubling  revelations  in  recently  revealed
miscarriages  of  justice  (Muraki,  Ashikaga,
Fukawa,  and  Shibushi),  but  without  the  lay
judge system the recording reform would still
be on the distant horizon.17

The lay judge stone has caused other ripples as
well. Bail has become easier to obtain as judges
start to recognize the dangers of a system of
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“kidnap  justice”  (hitojichi  shiho)  in  which
pretrial  detention  is  deemed  necessary  for
defendants who do not confess. Trials are much
easier to understand than they used to be—and
much less reliant on essays (chosho) composed
by police  and prosecutors  behind the  closed
doors  of  an  interrogation  room.  Access  to
defense lawyers has improved, especially in the
critical pre-trial period, and one consequence is
that  suspects  are  becoming  less  cooperative
during  interrogations.18  Bar  associations  are
also training defense lawyers to become more
effective  advocates  at  trial.  These  changes
began before the lay judge system started, they
have accelerated since, and they will probably
continue to  transform criminal  justice  in  the
years to come.19

How  courts  find  facts  is  one  of  the  most
fundamental features of any system of criminal
justice.  Moreover,  legal  systems will  tolerate
almost anything before they will admit the need
for reform in their methods of proof and trial.
Japan has already changed its system of proof
and trial for the serious criminal cases that are
adjudicated by lay judge panels.20  This was a
big step, and it will have effects throughout the
criminal process. It will also take time for the
full effects to appear. If there is going to be a
revolution in Japanese criminal justice, it will
probably be a slow one.

“The  horrible  thing  about  all  legal
officials”

At least five of the nine persons who judged
Abdy  Ismail  believed  there  was  reasonable
doubt about his guilt. According to the court’s
opinion, testimony that Ismail is a drug kingpin
“lacked reliability”  and may have “concealed
the  truth  about  the  existence  of  a  different
leader.” In reaching this conclusion, the court
accepted  Kobayashi ’s  c laim  that  the
investigation was “extremely shoddy” because
it  failed to consider the possibility of  yakuza
involvement in a smuggling operation of  this
scale. In Japan, when you find 4 kilograms of

methamphetamines, you expect to find tattoos
and missing fingers somewhere near the scene
of  the  crime.  This  is  the  common  sense  of
Japanese society, and prosecutors ignored it.

Acquittals  in  Japan  are  usually  attributed  to
deficiencies in the prosecution rather than to
proficiencies in the defense.  Defense lawyers
do not win cases; prosecutors lose them. This
view  reflects  the  prevailing  assumption  that
defense lawyers do not really matter.

But defense lawyers are not replaceable parts.
Without  Kobayashi—or  another  defense
attorney similarly skilled and motivated—there
would  have  been  no  acquittal.  His  passion,
preparation,  and  willingness  to  “rattle  cages
and raise hell” go a long way toward explaining
why Abdy Ismail  is  now a free man (though
prosecutors have appealed his acquittal).21

Another important cause of this acquittal was
the presence of six citizens in the deliberation
room  where  Ismail’s  fate  was  decided.
Kobayashi  had  implored  them to  state  their
own  views  with  confidence,  and  apparently
they did just that. In Kobayashi’s view, without
the fresh perspectives of the lay judges, “this
case  would  have  been  completely  hopeless”
(author’s interview). 

The fresh eyes of the amateur are important
because in law as in life, the more one looks at
a  thing,  the  less  one  sees  i t .  As  G.  K.
Chesterton observed a century ago:

“It is a terrible business to mark a
man out for the vengeance of men.
But it is a thing to which a man can
grow  accustomed,  as  he  can  to
other terrible things…The horrible
thing about all legal officials—even
the  best—about  a l l  judges,
magistrates, barristers, detectives,
and policemen, is not that they are
wicked (some of them are good),
and  not  that  they  are  stupid
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( severa l  o f  them  are  qu i te
intelligent).  It  is  simply that they
have got used to it. Strictly, they
do not see the prisoner in the dock;
all they see is the usual man in the
usual place.  They do not see the
awful court of judgment; they only
see their own workshop.”22

I  do not  think Judge Higuchi  is  “wicked” or
“stupid.”  He—and  many  other  Japanese
judges—have simply “got used to” presuming
that “the usual man in the usual place” is, as
usual,  guilty.  A  conviction  rate  close  to  100
percent testifies to this terrible tendency, and
so does a recent survey which found that not a
single prosecutor out of 40 believes the high
conviction  rate  reflects  problems  in  the
judiciary.23  But  if  prosecutors  regard  the
conviction rate as a point of pride, it should be
cause  for  serious  reflection  among  their
brothers  and  sisters  on  the  bench.

Defense lawyers have also grown accustomed
to being passive in the criminal process. Many
of them do not appreciate how awful “the awful
court of judgment” can be for the person being
judged. For criminal defendants, the right to an
attorney is the most fundamental right because
it is the one that makes all of their other rights
meaningful. If defense lawyers fail to take up
the  call  to  arms  that  Takashi  Takano  has
issued,  other  reforms—no  matter  how  well
i n t e n t i o n e d — w i l l  p r o b a b l y  e n d  i n
disappointment. Rights are rarely bequeathed
by benevolent authorities; they emerge out of
experiences  with  injustice,  and  getting  them
recognized  usually  requires  raising  a  little
hell.24

There  is  considerable  pessimism  about
Japanese criminal justice. The conviction rate
remains very high, even in lay judge trials that
are  contested  by  the  defense.  And  if  the
propensity to appeal lay judge decisions can be
taken as a measure of dissatisfaction with the
new  system,  then  the  fact  that  defendants

appeal about 300 out of every 1000 outcomes
while  prosecutors  appeal  only  3  seems  to
suggest that the new system is mainly doing
what prosecutors want.25 Could it be that the
more  things  change  in  Japanese  criminal
justice,  the  more  they  will  stay  the  same?  

Yet there may also be room for optimism. As
Abdy Ismail’s acquittal suggests, the lay judge
system can correct the judicial tendency to see
“the  awful  court  of  judgment”  as  one’s  own
familiar workshop, and some defense lawyers
are starting to realize that they are no longer
“talking  to  a  wall.”  Perhaps  the  cages  have
started  to  rattle—and  maybe  the  ripples  of
reform will continue to spread.
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